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FY15 MID-YEAR REPORT 
PROJECT ABSTRACT 
 
This research models, simulates, visualizes, analyzes, and evaluates security measures for 
ballistic missile submarine surface transit. The project continues and extends ongoing 
work that specifically established baseline capabilities for the visualization and security 
needs for a weapons handling operational area, using a standards-based extensible 
architecture and conceptual design that can be tailored for a wide variety of naval support 
activity locations. NPS researchers will perform an independent system of systems (SoS) 
capability & gap analysis that identify dependencies and potential limitations for the 
areas of interest. 
 
Primary focus is on detailed modeling and evaluation of transits to/from Naval Base 
Kitsap, building on site visits and work already in progress on waterfront security 
modeling. Site visits for other strategic ballistic missile submarine ports, in the U.S. and 
potentially abroad, will ensure that modeling techniques used for analyzing Kitsap transit 
approaches are directly adaptable to other sites of interest. 
 
This work will also consider conducting a crowd-sourcing inquiry among relevant 
personnel working in SSP commands using the Massive Multiplayer Online Wargame 




This project has built a suite of tools that enable modeling, simulation and visualization of 
scenarios of interest to this project.  Many components are linked together to build libraries of 
interest that can be repeatably used. 
 
• Entity capabilities plus Tactics Techniques and Procedures  (TTPs) are captured through 
Discrete Event Simulation (DES) models using Simkit and Viskit 
• 3D visualization models are created individually using X3D-Edit or converted from other 
sources, with a suite of X3D Quality Assurance (QA) tools applied to ensure correctness. 
• Metadata is used throughout in order to enable customization, adaptable reuse, and strict 
accountability of asset pedigree.  The Savage Modeling and Analysis Language (SMAL) 
defines these capabilities.  
• Scenarios are designed and assembled using SavageStudio in concert with all other tools. 
 
All tools are developed and maintained by NPS MOVES personnel, frequently utilizing other 
open-source libraries and occasionally benefitting from open-source contributions by external 
contributing partners. We recently refactored the execution timeline for this project to finish all 





All materials are maintained under version control for ready revision, either in open-access or 
For Official Use Only (FOUO) libraries as appropriate. 
 
Meanwhile, additional potential sponsor benefits appear to be emerging.  Related Naval 
Research Program (NRP) work on 3D printing for additive manufacturing (AM) may allow 
creation of a “sand table” using 3D-printed models to examine whether improved scenario 





Our strategy during this period has been to focus on the modeling tools needed for entity 
behaviors. 
• Detailed software and model development have allowed modeling of simple Anti-
Terrorist Force Protection (AT/FP) scenarios, as planned. 
• Great strides have been made in the Viskit visual DES modeling tool.  It is now being 
introduced to students taking the MOVES Basic Discrete-Event Modeling and Simulation 
course. 
• Collaboration with Naval Facilities Command (NAVFAC) has demonstrated significant 
compatible visualization capabilities with SPIDERS3D, an online environment available 
to NMCI users that allows collaborative examination of Navy ports and piers worldwide. 
• A masters thesis documenting the majority of these efforts is undergoing final review and 
approval with release expected during June 2015. 
 
Illustrative snapshots from simulation and video-capture follow. 
 
 




Figure 2.  Range rings for sensor detection and operator response illustrate tactical procedures. 
 
 
Concurrent with this project, multiple crowd-sourcing wargames have been conducted.  
MMOWGLI: Massive Multiplayer Online Wargame Leveraging the Internet crowd-source 
brainstorming game for a variety of “wicked problems” and difficult topics.  MMOWGLI 
enables collaborative thinking and innovation.  Players build Ideas and Action Plans together on 
the Web.  This project encourages dialog, clear communication and innovation as exemplified by 
the motto, Play the game, change the game! 
 
These two areas of effort actually have a close relation.  Submarine transit protection involves 
many agencies and organizations including U.S. Navy, U.S. Marine Corps security forces, U.S. 
Coast Guard escorts, Department of Homeland Security (DHS) agencies, state and local 
authorities.  Private and public experience has shown that leaders and groups often “don’t know 
what they don’t know.”  
 
MMOWGLI is played over the Web.  The game permits meaningful dialog across typical 
organizational barriers to communication by providing focused Call To Action challenge, Idea 
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Card responses to key questions of interest, and go-forward Action Plan generation.  Participants 
within a trusted population are granted anonymity so that they can speak freely and 
professionally.  
 
Recent relevant MMOWGLI progress includes: 
• Portal linking all assets online at https:/portal.mmowgli.nps.edu  
• Significantly improved network stability when interacting with NMCI players. 
• Software design safety and risk/benefit analysis independently vetted by Institutional 
Review Board (IRB) formal process. 
• Public release of MMOWGLI open source on sourceforge.net 
• Two successful MMOWGLI games in 2015 (dd Data Dilemma and pcc Professional 
Core Competencies) established software reliability and improved reporting of results 
• Implemented CAC-card account creation capability to ensure that authorized players can 
quickly negotiate the login process.  Testing in progress. 
 
As a specific example, the dd Data Dilemma MMOWGLI game characterized the difficulties 
associated with the sharing of Controlled Unclassified Information (CUI) among different 
agencies.  We expect that many such questions might be considered in an FOUO ssp 
MMOWGLI game. 
 
• Idea Card Chain 2445: Navy must share unclassified data with other agencies for ship 
protection in US ports, but many flavors of CUI inhibit data sharing. 
https://mmowgli.nps.edu/dd/reports/IdeaCardChain_ddMmowgliGame.html#IdeaCard2445  
 
• Action Plan 22, Need common policies for sharing CUI unclassified data with other 




• MMOWGLI single-slide overview and summary point paper 
• MMOWGLI game trajectory 





FINDINGS & CONCLUSIONS 
 
The project is demonstrating that modeling, simulation and visualization of important scenarios 
of interest is feasible using extendable tools and libraries designed for student and analyst 




We propose that SSP follow the success of past MMOWGLI games and conduct an FOUO 
wargame that includes 100-1000 participants from across the range of organizations.   
 
An initial wargame proposal follows.  All resources are take from open unclassified sources.  
Further briefings and dialog will be needed to explore actual game design.  
 
Detailed findings, conclusions and recommendations will be found in the forthcoming masters 
thesis in June and project report in September 2015. 
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Submarine Transit Security Scenario, Port Canaveral Florida   
Location.  Port Canaveral Florida provides a simple-case location for submarine transit and 
departure.   Much less complicated than other potential transits, this location nevertheless offers 
excellent opportunities for exploring cross-agency coordination during a virtual exercise. A non-
sensitive real-world location is preferred so that “magical thinking” or unrealistic assumptions do 
not influence wargame participants. 
 
 
Figure 3.  Port Canaveral Florida includes a Trident submarine handling facility 
(shaded pink) as part of NASA Kennedy Space Center. 
 
 
Figure 4.  Central east-west channel is 700m wide, channel entrance is 1100m across.  Inner port includes 




Figure 5.  Close-up view of controlled government area (from Google Maps) shows turning basin, moored 





Figure 6.  Initial storyboard views of the wargame scenario using NAVFAC SPIDERS3D.  The full 
storyboard will be captured as a Call To Action video providing wargame motivation and guidance.  




The scenario objectives provide overarching themes for an SSP MMOWGLI wargame.  
Participants from relevant commands and agencies involved in submarine security transit will  
discuss and explore their roles in a simple, unclassified, FOUO context.  A 3-week wargame 
scenario is envisioned that first familiarizes participants with Navy operations, then poses an 
attack requiring DHS coordination, and finally resolves in a joint operation. 
 
Arrival Evolution:  Navy Focus 
 
Wargame week 1 
 
• Piloting brief, message reports 
• Tug rendezvous, pilot transfer and escort 
• Channel entry and passage 
• Trident turning basin: face in or face out? 
• Moor next to handling pier 
Attack and Response: Homeland Security Focus 
 
Wargame week 2 
 
• Disney/Carnival cruise ship exits port 
• No passengers, en route to maintenance yard 
• Small boat follows, detonates adjacent to ship 
• Fuel tanks ruptured, severe listing 
• Partially submerged in channel 
• Casualty response, survey and booms needed 
Departure to Sea: Team Coordination Focus 
 
Wargame week 3 
 
• Expedited departure planning for all parties 
• Ship preparations to traverse oil spill, channel 
• Pre-underway piloting brief, message reports 
• Tug rendezvous, possibly other escorts 
• Channel confirmed clear 
• Channel entry and passage 




Primary next steps for MMOWGLI wargame development include the following: 
 
• Sponsor discussion to bring game concept into sharp focus 
• Decide on game dates 
• Decide on game participation, prepare invitation 
• IRB protocol amendment, including addition of CAC access 
• Finish 3D elements for each wargame phase using SPIDERS3D 
• Prepare, review and publish Call To Action video 
• Gain final permissions to proceed 
• Conduct game 
• After-action report 
 
The attached MMOWGLI Game Trajectory checklist diagram provides good support for detailed 
planning and preparations. 
 






Joint Menneken USW Lecture with MOVES Institute 
Thursday 21 May 2015, 12-1300, Spanagel 602 
 
SPIDERS3D Navy Port Visualization Worldwide using X3D Graphics 
Live Web-based Collaboration between NAVFAC and NPS 
 
 
Abstract.  The Navy has a requirement to assess acquisition risk for weapon system acquisition. Effective system interface 
design for the shore is a key element in life cycle supportability and a driver of Total Ownership Cost (TOC).  The ability to 
efficiently harmonize shore interface design through simplified collaborative processes between system designers and Navy 
acquisition teams, shore maintainers, shore planners and Fleet operators is the impetus to the development and 
deployment of a web-based 3D product model and scene visualization capability on the world's largest intranet - Navy 
Marine Corps Intranet (NMCI).  
In partnership with NPS MOVES staff and industry technologists, NAVFAC led the implementation of SPIDERS 3D to evolve 
technical collaboration among the Naval SYSCOMs and improve the pace and quality of decision making processes.  The 
Oracle, Java and X3D based tool is a functional module of NAVFAC's Enterprise Business System for management of the 
Navy and MARCOR's ocean and waterfront infrastructure assets.  The premise of SPIDERS 3D is web-based, real time, 
interactive multi-user product model interaction and scene visualization.  The open standard X3D based tool is the Navy's 
portal to the 3D virtual as-built environment and allows for a common view of multiple disparate product models to be 
staged and evaluated in accurate geospatial context.  The tool provides users with over 100 virtual installation scenes with 
simple click-drag-and-drop functionality to create ad hoc platform-shore interface scenarios, and provides functional 
telestration capabilities to annotate, capture and share knowledge real time across the Navy's 300,000 NMCI computer 
seats across the world.  SPIDERS 3D is currently supporting shore interface design evaluation for many of the Navy's 
weapon system acquisition program's such as the FORD Class aircraft carrier, OHIO Replacement and VIRGINIA Class 
submarines and the Littoral Combat Ship (LCS).  
Biographies: 
Alex Viana is the Deputy Program Manager of the Facilities Integrated Product Support Program at Naval Facilities 
Engineering Command Headquarters.  His focus is working with Navy weapon system acquisition programs in harmonizing 
weapon platform and shore interface design for effective life-cycle supportability.  Working with Government and industry 
technologist, he led the successful implementation of a Navy enterprise 3D virtual environment to conduct web-based 
product model and scene visualization.  His efforts have enhanced desktop collaboration techniques to improve the quality 
and pace of decision making processes and enable early opportunities in the platform acquisition phase to positively impact 
total ownership costs.  Mr. Viana received his Bachelor of Science in Ocean Engineering from the Florida Institute of 
Technology and his Master of Science in Engineering Management from the George Washington University. 
Mike Russalesi is Chief Operating Officer (COO) of Synergy Software Design, LLC, a small business, HUBZone-certified, 
Seaport-e contractor established in 2004. Since their beginning, SSD has worked to provide holistic solutions for maritime 
asset management. SSD first began by working with the U.S. Navy to provide systems for scheduling and data 
standardization for hyperbaric system inspections. In our ten years in business SSD has become subject matter experts in 
these fields. Today, SSD is branching out into technology consulting, creating enterprise level programs for the web (front 
and back end) and developing GIS solutions and interactive 3D environments. 
Terry D. Norbraten is a senior systems programmer specializing in the development of open source, open standards 
software for the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD).  He is a former Surface Warfare Officer knowledgeable of the 
operations of all surface force combatants, air and subsurface warfare components as well as inter-type and joint 
operations in a multi-threat environment. He earned a Masters of Science in Modeling, Virtual Environments and 
Simulation (MOVES) from the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) in 2004. 
Don Brutzman is a computer scientist and Associate Professor of Applied Science working in the Modeling Virtual 
Environments & Simulation (MOVES) Institute at the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey California.  Currently he 
cochairs the Extensible 3D (X3D), X3D CAD and X3D Earth Working Groups for the Web3D Consortium.  Together with Len 
Daly he is coauthor of the book X3D Graphics for Web Authors, published April 2007 by Morgan Kaufmann. He is principal 
investigator for the Massive Multiplayer Online Wargame Leveraging the Internet (MMOWGLI) project, sponsored by the 
Office of Naval Research (ONR).  He is a retired naval submarine officer.  His research interests include underwater robotics, 
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 A New Kind of War Game 
1
 MMOWGLI, Massive Multiplayer Online War 
Game Leveraging the Internet, is a message- 
based game that encourages innovative thinking 
about some of the world’s most wicked problems.  
The MMOWGLI project is sponsored by the 
Office of Naval Research (ONR) for the United 
States Navy (USN).  The goal of the project is to 
explore the potential of MMOWGLI, with a 
variety of themes to expand engagement in 
military and non-military strategy development for 
complex geopolitical problems.  MMOWGLI is 
designed to support large number of distributed 
global players working together on idea generation 
and action planning, with an eye towards surfacing 
innovative outlier strategies.  To date, seven 
MMOWGLI games have been executed in a 
variety of contexts.  
 
2
     MMOWGLI was developed jointly by the 
Institute for the Future (IFTF) and the Naval 
Postgraduate School (NPS).  IFTF expanded the 
goals of its successful gaming platforms, Signtific 
Lab and Foresight Engine, designing extensions 
that create a robust multimedia environment for 
collaborative strategic planning by networks of 
people who may be complete strangers. NPS drew 
upon its broad knowledge of worldwide Naval 
operations as well as its deep capacity in computer 
science to develop the gaming software and Web-
based architecture, building a platform that can 
test the limits of new online environments. For 
more information on MMOWGLI, please visit the 






Game Design Elements: 
Inside the MMOWGLI Game 
Call to Action.  The Call to Action 
video lays out the challenge presented to 
players.  It provides the motivation to 
players to being engaging in dialogue to 
explore how best so solve a problem or 
overcome a challenge. The Call to 
Action video is simply uploaded via 
YouTube and can range in production 
value from as simple as a Power Point 
presentation to as high resolution as an 
HD film. 
 
Root Cards.  Root Cards are “the 
environment “in which the MMOWGLI 
game dialogue will grow. During the 
game design phase, game designers 
propose insights on how to address the 
question posed in the Call to Action.  By 
customizing the two, top-level Root 
Cards, game designers can trigger a 
range of ways to think about or call into 
focus the “two sides of the story” 
conveyed in the Call to Action. Beneath 
Root Cards, players and/or game 
designers enter Seed Cards.  In essence, 
the Seed Cards are just what the name 
implies, seeds from which the dialogue 
within MMOWGLI will grow. 
 
Idea Cards. The first stage of the game 
for players is playing ideas—coming up 
with hundreds of micro-strategies that 
can add up to breakthrough strategies. 
Each "micro-strategy", or Idea Card, is 
140 characters of your best thinking 
about how to meet this challenge.  
Players scan the cards that others are 
playing and respond with ideas that 
build on theirs. Players can choose to 
Expand, Counter, Adapt or Explore any 
card within the game. The goal of card 
play is to develop a conversation, or 
Idea Chain, where lots of micro-
strategies add up to new breakthrough 
strategies. As people build on each 





MMOWGLI: From Insight to Innovation 
 
Innovation is the generation and propagation of new knowledge.  The MMOWGLI platform facilitates the tacit/explicit 
dialogue that builds new knowledge.  The structured card chains form a network of related insights fleshing out concepts 
that can rise to the level of invention.  Equally important it identifies a community of talented and motivated people that 
can create an action plan to begin the process of moving from insight to innovation. 
Level 1: At level one is the Call to Action.  This video is a rich narrative that describes the challenge – the burning question 
that must be answered.  It gives the game designer the ability to set the context of the challenge in a manner that 
communicates to and motivates the participants. 
Level 2: The context of the dialogue is structured within the two top-level Root Cards. These cards can be customized to suit 
the challenge by the game designers who provide insights on how to address the question posed in the Call to Action. They 
can be used to trigger synergistic thinking. Beneath the Root Cards players will find Seed Cards. A Seed Cards trigger the 
dialogue within MMOWGLI. Seed Cards can either be inserted prior to game play by the game designers or kept completely 
open for players to spark the discussion dialogue on their own. Each option produces different raw outputs.  In either case, the 
more Seed Cards played the more dialogues that unfold. 
Level 3: At level three in the diagram participants can comment on the insight contained in a Seed Card by playing one or 
more of four Idea Cards as many times as they like.  At this level a deeper exchange of knowledge develops a promising 
insight into a more complete “concept” (dotted line).  Equally important this level reveals a network of people who have 
contributed to the maturation of the concept or Card Chain.  For the most promising concepts, Action Plans are created. 
Action Plans are the “white papers” of MMOWGLI where authors of Idea Cards in a promising Card Chain are invited to 
mature their innovative idea. Action Plan authors can be chosen by Game Masters or can ask to form an Action Plan via a 
Trouble Report. The original author of the plan can invite additional Action Plan authors to help build the plan. 
 






Role of the 
Game Master 
A MMOWGLI Game Master is 
someone with special moderator 
privileges on the MMOWGLI 
platform. A Game Master also 
has access to the game blog, to 
share their thoughts about the 
game in progress. The primary 
mission is to hunt the good stuff.  In 
other words, recognize and 
motivate players that are 
engaged, keep conversations 
flowing and players on topic. 
Game Masters also find 
interesting ideas and interesting 
players, and then highlight their 
great work by 
writing about it 
on the blog. You 
can also reward 








Over 5000 Idea Cards and 47 Action Plans were generated during the 
2012 energyMMOWGLI game. In this game, the Navy sought to 
rewrite the formula for its energy future and secure the Navy’s energy 
future--with your help. With a barrel of oil projected to cost even more 
than it does today over the next decade, there will be less of it to go 
around. As a result, the operational readiness of today's Navy could turn 
into operational vulnerabilities for tomorrow's Navy.  
em2MMOWGLI 
 The Navy Warfare Development Command (NWDC), the Office 
of Naval Research (ONR), and the Naval Postgraduate School 
(NPS) partnered to conduct the Electromagnetic Maneuver 
MMOWGLI.  em2MMOWGLI consisted of three rounds of game 
play and generated  over 5600 Idea Cards and 40 Action Plans. 
Participation in this game was by invitation only. 
 
biiMMOWGLI 2013 
Business Innovation Initiative MMOWGLI game is for Navy and 
industry professionals exploring how best improve the Navy's new 
Open Systems Architecture (OSA) Strategy. Together, we're 
proposing and publishing new Idea Card Chains and Action Plans on 
how industry and the Navy can work together more 
effectively. Round 1 opened for players from 14-25 January 2013 and focused on Identifying 
and Exploring OSA Business Challenges. Over 900 Idea Cards were played and 12 Action Plans. 
Round 2 is scheduled to launch 15-26 July 2013. 
Previous MMOWGLI Games 
Seven MMOWGLI games have been successfully run with a wide range of themes, contexts and sponsors.  Each game 
design is unique, and given careful consideration and thought during the game design phase.  Other notable games not 
mentioned below include the public piracyMMOWGLI 2011 game, piracyMMOWGLI 2012 for invited maritime 
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